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CHAPTER F-8

FILMS ACT

REGULATIONS

Pursuant to section 9 of the *Films Act* R.S.P.E.I. 1988, Cap. F-8, Council made the following regulations:

1. Sections 1-5 are revoked by EC366/04. (EC675/87; 366/04)

6. Every operator of a video outlet shall indicate in the operator’s advertising in printed form of any film the classification that the film has been given under the System. (EC675/87; 406/09)

7. Every operator of a video outlet shall indicate in every list of films that is made available to the operator’s customers the classification and captions, if any, awarded to the film under the System. (EC675/87; 406/09)

8. Where a film is exempt from classification, the operator of a video outlet shall mark the film with an approved sticker bearing the word “Exempt” by affixing the sticker to the container in which the film is kept and any container used for display purposes. (EC675/87)

9. The operator of a video outlet shall not sell, lease, rent, exchange or distribute any film that has been classified under the System
   (a) as “Explicit Material”;
   (b) as “Restricted” with a caption of “Explicit Sexual Content”; or
   (c) as “Adult”,
   to any person under the age of 18 years. (EC675/87; 366/04; 406/09)

10. Any person who fails to comply with these regulations is guilty of an offence and is liable on summary conviction to the penalty set out in section 8 of the Act. (EC675/87)